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The first galaxies - seeds of all structure
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The golden age for observing early galaxies
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The golden age for observing early galaxies
Number of galaxies of a 
given luminosity per unit 
volume as a function of 
cosmic time (Luminosity 

function)

Subaru

VLT

Spitzer

HST

ALMA

Total rate of star formation 
per unit volume  

(Star formation rate 
density)

Total mass bound in stars 
per unit volume  

(Stellar mass density)

The dust masses of early 
galaxies

Sizes of early galaxies
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The open questions
• What were the physical properties of early galaxies? 

• How dusty and metal rich were early galaxies? 

• How was early galaxy assembly dependent on the environment? 

• What did early galaxies evolve into through cosmic time? 

• When & how was the Universe reionized? 

• What was the impact of reionization on early galaxy formation? 

• What was the role of black holes in early galaxy formation & reionization? 

• How many gravitational wave events do we expect from the early Universe? 

• What can signals from cosmic dawn tell us about cosmology  
  (e.g. galaxy formation and nature of dark matter)?
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Mapping out star formation through cosmic time

SFR density extremely uncertain at z>8. JWST will be crucial in 
tightening constraints on the SFRD. 

Oesch et al. 
2013;  

PD & Ferrara, 
2018

HST
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Galaxies assemble faster in light Warm dark matter models compared to cold 
dark matter. This is because they start off bigger and are less feedback limited 

as a consequence.

PD+ 2015; PD+2017 14
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The tantalising puzzle of dust in the first billion years

Early galaxies are much more dusty than thought (Bouwens et al. 2022; 
Inami et al 2022; Bethermin et al. 2020; Viero et al. 2022). Such large 
dust masses can not be explained by Supernovae, the standard dust 

factories (Dayal et al., 2022)

Dust in z ⇠ 7 REBELS LBGs 7

Figure 2. The dust mass as a function of stellar mass at z ⇠ 7. Solid blue points show data from REBELS (Bouwens et al. 2021a, Stefanon
et al. 2022, in prep.) where the stellar and dust masses have been re-scaled to a Salpeter IMF between 0.1 � 100M�. The other points
show observational data for A1689-zD1 (empty star) from Watson et al. (2015) and Bakx et al. (2021), for B14-65666 (empty circle) from
Hashimoto et al. (2019) and for SPT0311-58 (empty triangle) from Reuter et al. (2020). The horizontal blue shaded strip shows the dust
detection limits for the REBELS program using a non-detection flux limit of 66.49µJy (Inami et al. 2022, in prep) assuming an average
dust temperature that ranges between 30 and 80K (these show the upper and lower limits to the dust mass, respectively). Di↵erent lines
(along with 1� � error bars) show the progressive inclusion of the di↵erent dust-related physical processes discussed in Sec. 2.1 as in the
label. The shaded gray area shows the range of dust masses demarcated by the fiducial model (lower limit) and the maximal dust mass
model (upper limit; Mmax

d ).

more massive systems. As seen from this plot, adding grain
growth on timescales of ⌧0 = 30 Myr has only a slight e↵ect
on the relation such that for the fiducial model

logMd = 1.15 logM⇤ � 4.53, (10)

for M⇤ ⇠ 108�11.5M� galaxies6. For REBELS mass galaxies,
our fiducial model predicts a dust-to-stellar mass ratio that
increases from 0.07 to 0.1% as the stellar mass increases from
109 to 1010M�.
Decreasing the grain growth timescale to ⌧0 = 0.3 Myr

naturally results in the dust mass rising faster with stellar
mass as compared to the fiducial model. This is because the
increase in metallicity with stellar mass leads to shorter dust
accretion timescales. However, even in this case, modulated
by the gas-phase metal mass, the dust mass increases by,
at most, a factor 2 (⇠ 0.3 dex) for REBELS mass galaxies
as compared to the fiducial model resulting in dust-to-stellar
mass ratios of about 0.16�0.24%. It must be noted that even
in this case, the dust masses still lie below the “production”
only model. Indeed, the upper limit is provided by the “max-
imal dust mass” model wherein the dust masses are higher
by about 0.8dex for M⇤ ⇠ 109�10M� galaxies as compared

6 Including lower-mass galaxies down to M⇤ ⇠ 107M� introduces
a steepening of this relation such that

logMd = �0.12 logM2
⇤ + 3.63 logM⇤ � 16.47. (11)

to the fiducial model - this model provides an upper limit
to the dust-to-stellar mass ratio of about 0.63%. It must be
cautioned that although they cannot be excluded7, growth
timescales of the order of 0.3 Myr seem unlikely, if not un-
physical. We end by noting that irrespective of the slope and
normalisation, all the theoretical models studied here predict
the dust mass to scale roughly linearly with the stellar mass.
We now discuss two interesting trends in terms of the data

shown in Fig. 2. Firstly, the observationally inferred dust
masses for z ⇠ 7 galaxies seem to be essentially indepen-
dent of the underlying stellar mass. This somewhat flat trend
is consistent with the data points from REBELS (Bouwens
et al. 2021a), using either the fiducial stellar masses from
Stefanon et al. (2022, in prep.) or those inferred by Topping
et al. 2022 (in prep.), for B14-65666 (Hashimoto et al. 2019)
and A1689-zD1 (Watson et al. 2015; Bakx et al. 2021) as
shown in this figure; the dust mass of SPT0311-58 (Reuter
et al. 2020), on the other hand, is consistent with the over-
all Md / M⇤ trend predicted by our estimates8. We then
calculate the minimum dust mass that would be detectable
by the REBELS program given its non-detection dust con-
tinuum flux limit of about 66.49µJy. We find this minimum

7 Physical arguments against rapid dust growth in early galaxies
are reviewed in Ferrara et al. (2016).
8 However, we caution this source is composed of two individual
galaxies at z = 6.9, that are lensed by di↵erent amounts, compli-
cating the picture.
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First images from the JWST

webbtelescope.org/resource-gallery/images

https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Fwebbtelescope.org%2Fresource-gallery%2Fimages%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR00rlraXhZqnOkphnrdhL0fgGV4pTv88Wblr6b1pwq0ZDqW3NUQDWvzqYo&h=AT0xhooRZGRCI95q8tY53q8ycSZ1GAuv34Rq3guI0QyJtYm_msIKjPZHx4f-yrUOoANNkVToLnPAZVSv_0Z2apoNdlRkhfwvVq8518r0IiyalCrJJmXR47QNuaEPslqzC5RP2u4JZNE
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Breakthroughs in studying galaxies through cosmic time

NASA / JWST AND HST TEAMS
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Breakthroughs in studying galaxies through cosmic time

NASA / JWST AND HST TEAMS
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Looking towards the future
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Studying the gas between galaxies

21cm emission from 
neutral hydrogen (SKA)
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Studying the gas between galaxies

21cm emission from 
neutral hydrogen (SKA)

Neutral hydrogen produces light of a specific length corresponding to 21cm. Cross-
correlating 21cm with galaxy data is one of the only ways of understanding the sources of 

reionziation.

SKA EoR 
Synergy group

Euclid EoR 
group

Galaxy populations 
Subaru, JWST, 

NGRST, EUCLID
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Mapping out the gas in space: the square kilometre array

The Square Kilometre Array will be “the” state of the art facility to study the evolution of neutral 
hydrogen through cosmic time

https://www.skatelescope.org/the-ska-project/
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Looking at merging black holes through cosmic time: LISA

www.elisascience.org/
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Looking at merging black holes through cosmic time: LISA

www.elisascience.org/

2.3. MBH ORIGIN AND GROWTH ACROSS THE COSMIC TIME 93

Figure 2.7: Pathways towards the formation of MBHs are numerous, and include the collapse of
first-generation stars (Pop III BHs, MBH . 10

3
M�), the collapse and/or coalescence of massive

stars formed in compact stellar clusters (nuclear clusters, 10
2
M� . MBH . 10

4
M�), the collapse

of SMS formed in primordial environment (direct collapse, MBH & 10
3
M�), and the collapse

of cosmological density perturbations (primordial BHs, 1M� . MBH . 10
10

M�). The shaded
orange region shows the redshift and MBH mass ranges of LISA, and the orange starburst
symbols the LISA detections. LISA will significantly extend the current MBH EM detections,
shown below the curved solid black line (from the local Universe at z ⇠ 0 to the high-redshift
quasars at z > 6). Figure credit: Melanie Habouzit

• Formation of MBHs as Pop III remnants [MBH . 10
3
M�]

One of the popular explanations behind the formation of high-redshift MBHs is related to
Pop III stars, the hypothesized first-generation stars. Pop III stars are born in ⇠105–10

6
M� DM

“minihaloes”. The primordial gas in these first haloes is cooled primarily by H2, which allows
the temperature of the gas to cool to approximately 200 K (Abel et al., 2002). This inefficient
cooling channel leads to a top-heavy initial mass IMF expected for Pop III stars compared to
present day star formation (Turk et al., 2009; Clark et al., 2011a,b), with mass values ranging
from 10M� to 10

3
M� (Hirano et al., 2014).

Pop III stars with masses M⇤ & 260M� will directly collapse into BHs, losing very little of
their progenitor mass in the process (Heger et al., 2003). The retention of a significant amount of
the parent star mass is expected as a result of the weak stellar winds associated with metal-free
stars. As a result, a large population of Pop III remnant BHs is expected to be left behind in
these first minihaloes that are ubiquitous at early times. Less massive Pop III stars will explode
as SNae, enriching their surroundings with metals. As metal enrichment is extended to nearby
galaxies (e.g. Smith et al., 2015; Hicks et al., 2020) through both winds and halo mergers, the for-
mation of Pop III stars declines severely and less massive Population-II stars begin to dominate
the star formation history of the Universe (Xu et al., 2016; O’Shea et al., 2015). Nonetheless,
this first generation of stars leaves in its wake a large number of Pop III remnant BHs, which
may act as the seeds to future MBHs (Madau and Rees, 2001; Hirano et al., 2014). A key open
question is therefore whether these Pop III remnants can grow into a population of MBHs, and

LISA astrophysics white paper 
arXiv:2203.06016
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Global properties of galaxy populations  
number of galaxies as a function of 

redshift, their star formation rates and 
stellar masses

Spitzer

Towards a panchromatic picture of galaxy formation

Individual galaxy properties 
constraints on assembly 
histories, dust formation 

mechanisms, gas masses

ALMA

JWST

LISA

Cosmology 
21cm constraints on topology 

and history of reionization; 
constraints on DM particle 

mass

Gravitational wave astronomy 
constraints on black hole masses, 
abundances; constraints on black 
hole seeding and growth channels

EUCLID


